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BETH: Hello, this is Beth Brodovsky, and welcome to Driving Participation. 

Today I have Keith Chamberlain and Garth Jordan from RevvCrew with me and 

we’re gonna talk about a really interesting subject. They’ve been doing a lot of 

interesting work using design thinking to help associations and organizations 

evaluate ideas and move projects forward and I thought it would be a really 

great subject to talk about so this is my first podcast that I’m doing where I have 

two guests on Skype so I’m thrilled to welcome you both here. Keith and Garth, 

thanks for joining me.

GARTH: Thank you very much.

KEITH: Thanks for having us.

BETH: So why don’t you start off talking a little bit about how you guys wandered 

into this work and how you came together and a little bit about the work that 

RevvCrew is doing.

KEITH: Sure, sure, happy to take a jump start here. The world of association in 

nonprofits is a world I sort of tripped into by mistake many moons ago. I had 

been working for a for-profit organization in the health care field and there was 

an opening for the first ever marketing guy in a large national organization in 

Denver and so it turns out I met with them. They loved what it was all about 

and next thing I know I became an association guy and I got into the world of 

501(c)3s and 6s. So it was quite an eye-opening experience and change of pace 

for me, but it was the first of many opportunities in the association space where 

you actually learn about membership and all the models of associations where 

again for me personally it was much more meaningful because it’s about helping 
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somebody be better or do something they couldn’t do before they joined your 

organization. So it’s been in and out of associations and nonprofits ever since. So 

that’s my story.

BETH: And, Garth, how about you?

GARTH: Well, actually, Keith and I were working together at a for-profit mail order 

pharmacy before he left for the world of associations and we were peers at that 

point in time and then he hired me on at his first association and since then, he 

has worked for me at another association so we have traded positions. We have 

worked together and both for each other over the course of the last 20 years so 

we have seen a lot of both for-profit and nonprofit business interaction between 

each other and we have to the best of our ability always tried to bring a new 

twist to how associations can think and implement the work they’re trying to 

accomplish on behalf of their members. 

BETH: That is such a great space to be in and it’s an interesting specialty. So I’m 

curious. In that work that you’re doing, how does participation factor in? How 

does it matter? What are people paying attention to and counting in a way that 

helps them thrive you know as it deals with the work that you’re doing with these 

people?

GARTH: I’ll take this the angle, and Keith may or may not have another. I’m gonna 

take an internal view on participation. One of the things over the course of years 

that working in operations for associations that I’ve noticed is kind of the cliche 

is very true that strategy is easy and execution is hard. Often times I’ve found 

that execution is hard because the teams that are working on executing any 

one product development opportunity, content development opportunity or 

something along those lines and even a large trade show, they are not necessarily 

as diverse nor are they necessarily have as much ownership of a project as 

possible. So one day I stumbled upon a book written by Edge.org or published by 

Edge.org. It had a very simple commentary about how the behaviors that govern 
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birds flocking and there are three behaviors that govern birds flocking and that is 

alignment, separation and cohesion and when you read about what those really 

mean, cohesion means you stay close to your neighbor. Separation means that 

you don’t crowd your neighbor and alignment means you’re moving in the same 

general direction as your neighbor and as I thought about how mother nature 

teaches us how to be better in what we do, so we have honeycomb designs that 

are used by engineers to strengthen buildings and all these types of things. I 

thought what a great way to think about how teams can work together. So we 

started to apply cohesion, separation and alignment and started to include more 

people contrary to the idea that the best teams were six or seven. We actually 

started to include 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 people on large projects and give them the 

opportunity to define their team, define their purpose, define their goals, own 

all of that outside of the typical hierarchy of an association and we started to 

see tremendous, tremendous impact both in terms of employee satisfaction and 

as well as in the project results themselves so that was kind of an internal view 

on how I took participation to be incredibly important in helping associations 

achieve more. 

BETH: So, Keith, can you tell me a little bit about how the people that you’re 

working with are coming to you, coming to begin to think of this idea of 

building teams differently as an asset to the organization? You know, in most 

organizations change is hard and especially change around people and how 

people work together is not comfortable for people. What makes somebody 

say, “This is something that we need to do,” and see that it will benefit their 

organization?

KEITH: For me and for us again where we’ve worked together in organizations, 

Garth and I worked apart, what we both had discovered is that when you do the 

team building or the team work on a small size project, a medium size project 

or a large project, whatever it might be, what you find is, well first you have to 

get the leadership buy in because you’re recognizing we’re not gonna change 

your culture per se. We don’t want to come in and redesign how your work 
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gets done because you have your specialists and you have your generalists, 

etc., but what we’re seeing is how everyone is a contributor. Everyone has some 

knowledge. Everyone has expertise. Everyone has great ideas and people want 

to be participating because the more they’re participating, the more engaged 

they are. They feel valuable as far as contribution goes and being part of a bigger 

thing and so what we’re often successful in doing is having small projects start, 

something that might be a regional meeting or a day long summit or some other 

kind of program that maybe even it’s the newsletter, the e-newsletter that you’re 

trying to improve, involve IT. Involve finance. Involve member services. Involve 

the whole organization. It’s not just the whole marketing department and so 

when you’ve got that proof, if you will, in the pudding of allowing a group to 

work together, what we have found is that all of a sudden where folks were in 

silos as Garth was describing, now they’re working together collectively and 

they’re starting to think like the other person and understand what they do and 

how it impacts something else that that person is trying to get done. So where 

it might have once been before about not knowing, now it’s very much knowing 

what we’re all trying to get done and understanding that shared goal and then 

you start finding that the team members start thinking like each other in terms 

of “I know I need to help this person, and if I do this, it’s gonna create that,” so 

it becomes an understanding. It becomes this recognition that I’m thinking for 

solutions for you now instead of saying my way because I need this done the way 

I need it done because it actually has that ripple effect and now I appreciate what 

that is about. So

GARTH: I’m gonna …

KEITH: Jump on. 

GARTH: I’m just gonna interrupt and say this is a very different and more organic 

way of thinking. What Keith and I have come to understand is that hierarchies 

and departments often times get in the way and their frankly antiquated ways 

of thinking and antiquated ways of finding how we work together. Instead, what 
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we want to try to define is how we work together in teams. We still need some 

structure, but that structure doesn’t have to be so artificial. What we’re trying 

to do is allow teams some really simple pragmatic starting points. For example, 

allow teams to develop their own charter, purpose and goals. Now there may 

be some guidance from a leadership or a board, but when that team develops 

its own charter, you can go online and look up charter templates left and right. 

It doesn’t really matter what the overall kind of charter it is, but when they 

start with their own charter and they develop their own common priorities and 

deliverables and they are fairly well represented across departments even if 

you have to go that route, that team will perform better. That’s just very, very 

onset. After that there are other practical things that you can continue to do to 

continuously improve the performance of the team as well as give them more 

complicated projects if you start small, but that’s really the crux of it. We’re 

getting away from very typical work structures even the typical work structures 

like project, typical project management or traditional project management. So 

we’ve just found that it allows teams to act in a much more natural fashion and so 

when again, I’ll take it back to the analogy of when you watch starlings, 50,000 

starlings flocking together, that’s called a murmuration. That’s how we want 

teams to operate. It’s natural, it’s fluid, it’s responsive. It’s also not encapsulated 

in a single department or a codified project manager methodology.

BETH: So how do the actual people respond to this because in some 

organizations, you may know that people are so used to the silo-ing there can be 

a little bit of ether “that’s not my job,” or when I went out on my own, I remember 

thinking, “I no longer like have to defend that square foot of turf that’s around 

my chair,” and say, “this is my stuff and don’t anybody else step on it.” So you 

know and I think sometimes, at least in companies, I’m assuming organizations 

and anyplace where there’s people together that don’t have complete control of 

everything that they do, there’s that feeling of “if I give something away that I 

thought was mine then I’m gonna have less.” So how are you able to cultivate this 

abundance mindset through working this way?
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GARTH: That’s a good question. Keith, you want me to take it?

KEITH: Yeah, Garth. Why don’t you share the story I can think of it, but I don’t 

want to steal your direction so go where I think you’re gonna go, but please start.

GARTH: Well, I’m not sure where you think I’m gonna go, but the, I’ll give you a 

specific example. So we were working with an organization that had an annual 

conference.

KEITH: You are exactly where I thought you were gonna go.

GARTH: The annual conference needed to be redesigned. What happened was it 

was participation from the C-level view had declined almost 50 percent over the 

course of the previous five years.

BETH: A question. Who knew that it needed to be, did they know that it needed 

to be redesigned? Or did you say it?

GARTH: We said i,t based on the results.

BETH: OK.

GARTH: OK, so based on the results of the engagement and participation of its 

C-level targeted audience declining 50 percent over five years, we said this thing 

needs some type of redesign, some type of rejuvenation. So in fact we used the 

concept of design thinking in order to redesign the annual conference experience 

specifically for this C-level audience. Now there were plenty of other folks that 

went to this conference outside of the C-level audience, but the C-level audience 

was key to developing a strong trade show floor and many other things. So I 

won’t go there.

BETH: It always starts with knowing your audience and knowing, I would call it 

not just knowing your audience, but knowing your priority audience because so 
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many people want to say, “I have these 12 different people and they’re all my 

audience and they’re all equally important.”

GARTH: And in this case some pigs were not as equal as others. This audience 

was the most important audience to be faced with. So when we went out and we 

basically started talking to this audience and we started to empathize with what 

they really wanted. They didn’t want a conference experience. In fact, all they 

really wanted was to be able to control their own educational destiny when they 

came to the conference and basically network with each other and build their 

own conference on the fly, which is a very interesting place for a professional 

association to be when it’s hearing from its target audience. They’re basically 

telling you, “We want control. We want you to release control and we want to 

own the development of the conference, period. You give us the space and we’ll 

figure it out.” So I’m not going to get into the details of what we actually did at 

this point in time, but the net effect was we had to come up with a different way 

of creating this opportunity for this C-level group to come in and develop their 

own conference and what that required was a broad group of people from IT, 

from marketing, from education, from the meetings department, from all these 

different departments in the association that typically just did their own thing 

and built their own component of the conference and instead we brought the 

team in together and we said, “You’re the core team. You are the team that needs 

to take what we’ve learned from this group and empathize with this group and 

help create something new and different that will fulfill the need that they’re 

asking for.” So we developed this around a project and we developed this core 

team concept, where as I mentioned before, we had the team develop their own 

charter, their purpose and their goals were based on the needs of this particular 

core audience and what happened was with the results that we saw from this was 

that this team was all on task together. They were building the components of the 

annual conference, whether it was food and beverage, AV, room sets, etc. They 

were bringing all this knowledge together from their individual departments, but 

they were building a holistic experience for this group. Over the course of three 

years, they experimented on a regular basis with different things that might fulfill 
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the needs of this C-level audience and they grew. They almost doubled in size and 

came back to the original attendee numbers from that C-level group in less than 

three years.

BETH: I think that’s a key factor is this idea of experimentation. I feel like that’s 

something that is so lost in all areas of organizations so much now. It’s like fear 

has taken over and everyone is so much more worried about doing something 

different and maybe it would fail, rather than the potential upside win, and I’m 

curious about how this process could help with this willingness and facilitating 

this idea of experimenting or testing things so that people do feel comfortable 

trying things and not worry it’s gonna take their whole organization down.

KEITH: Sure, and if I can key in a couple things about that very specific example 

Garth was sharing and again I’m delighted he read my mind and shared the exact 

story I was thinking he would is that one of the mantras of design thinking is 

to start with the end in mind and that sort of again as Garth talked about the 

empathy. What was the pain point? What do they really need? You define that 

need from empathizing versus standard market research. You know, customer 

satisfaction research, etc., member research, so when the group is tasked to 

come up with the end in mind and solve that with again prototype testing, you 

have to let the group know that perfection is not required. It’s actually not even, 

a goal is to have a minimally viable product to test, MVP if you will, so that way 

you’re putting things out there knowing they’re not perfect, but you want real 

feedback. You want real input, you want real, “Oh, this didn’t work. This works so 

keep this, change that,” and as Garth was sharing, they tried different approaches 

which included adding new space in the flexible learning spaces, different expo 

floor things, like a technology start up program where new tech companies 

could showcase their gear and just being willing to attempt new things and try 

them out and in knowing, giving the team as Garth said earlier, giving the team 

100 percent accountability ownership and everyone knows they’re allowed to 

fail. That’s so key. We’re not gonna throw you all out and you’re not all gonna 

get fired. This is a learning lab environment because we’re trying to improve the 
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organization. So giving that permission, giving that OK to morph and learn based 

on these pilots is critical and again, it’s something we all know, we all learned 

growing up. If you fail, you try again and you do it differently and guess what? 

Eventually you win, so Garth shared with you some of the numbers that increased 

dramatically and again the attendance volume, the satisfaction of the team, you 

can’t even begin to describe what it looks like when you see the staff recognize 

“I had a piece in that and look what it’s doing.” This organization is now looked at 

as a thought leader, the place to be when it comes to innovation and trying things 

and so you can’t help but see the glow, if you will, or the engaged employee, the 

satisfaction and that just makes everybody, it’s a win for everybody.

BETH: My brother loves to use the term “intrepreneur” for that idea of giving 

people who work for an organization kind of entrepreneurial ownership of, you 

know, sure you can try new things.

GARTH: There’s an interesting, you mentioned fear as a barrier, the fear that 

we’re gonna fail at something, we’re gonna put all this work into something, it’s 

gonna crash and burn. One of the things that we did very simply was we said, 

“Look, if we’re going to develop a purpose, a team who has a primary purpose of 

prototyping and testing and getting feedback and going through this continuous 

improvement loop, then let’s just make sure that whatever we launch, we let our 

members know that it’s a pilot,” and when they know that and when you know 

that you’ve communicated it thoroughly, the fear goes away because members 

are typically very pliant and receptive when they know that you’re testing 

something. They’re willing to give you the input and their time to try new things 

out.

BETH: That’s so interesting.

GARTH: You don’t always have to launch with the perfection that a member, you 

might expect members want from you.
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BETH: You know I think even just saying that, getting that message out publicly, 

like saying it here, saying it everywhere, if we can create this change, this mindset 

change for people around that idea and making people really comfortable with 

the idea that if you run up a flag and say that this is a test and know for sure that 

people are going to be OK with that and maybe interested in the fact that you’re 

trying new things and that you’re not going to get your head chopped off either 

with your members or with your boss, I love the term that you used learning lab 

environment. So I want to go back a little bit to the first statement that you made, 

which is that you’ve got to have buy-in from leadership and I do this podcast 

every week. I talk about all different subjects related to communications and 

moving things forward and getting new things done, and I can’t even tell you how 

much that’s the number one step that comes up over and over again for people. 

So how do you get that buy-in from leadership to change this thinking into this 

learning lab environment?

GARTH: Well, I would say in the first place, whether you want to call it a learning 

lab environment when you look at a lot of associations out there today, they have 

a goal of being nimble or being flexible or you see these or getting the products 

or services to market more quickly or being more responsive to members. You 

see all these different ways of phrasing agility, nimbleness, quick, etc., and so 

one way to talk to leaders about this, about design thinking and bringing design 

thinking into your organization is to say, “If we’re not already perfect at being 

nimble, at being quick, at being responsive to members, then let us try something 

new and different,” and it may be that it’s scary because design thinking requires 

a different way of working together and may require a little bit of a different 

team structure. It may require that some folks at higher levels let go of some of 

their typical control or as you said earlier, Beth, turf or whatever. What’s more 

important here? Our ability to respond to members and to develop, be nimble 

and to develop new or to basically stay in the same form that we’re in today? 

What’s more important? I think there’s frankly it’s pretty easy to get leadership 

buy in if you understand what the goals of the organization are from an internal 

perspective when you’re trying to define how you want to respond to your 
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members.

BETH: That’s a good point.

KEITH: And I might add too as we all know in today’s world the sheer amount 

of competition for everyone’s attention, your members and your vendors and 

you know whatever communities you’re serving, there’s a lot more competition, 

sort of the erosion of membership growth and the change of what’s happening 

in those environments because there’s so many more providers today to get 

information and whatever might be that your association used to be the sole 

source of. So there’s an openness once you see the competition is moving as 

Garth said, nimble and agile ways and if you’re gonna try to maintain your market 

share and be relevant, you know again it’s about relevancy. It’s about why all 

membership comes to your door. What are you doing that’s relevant for them? 

So yeah, when you try to look at that whole picture, then getting leadership buy 

in is a lot easier because the recognize that the market is moving fast around 

them and they have to try new things. So being open to that again in a pilot 

environment is a good way to prove its value, its ability to do something different 

and then from there you build on those successes.

BETH: And I love that because it’s such a smaller bite for people to take off if it’s 

culturally challenging for them. If it’s leadership-wise challenging to them. I mean 

everyone, even when you hear that big wonderful changes can happen after 

something, you know it’s still hard to envision what your specific organization 

or what your job is gonna look like from that, but this idea of testing it out really 

publicly, while it seems so opposite to what we might naturally feel comfortable 

with, but when you do lay something all out on the table like that and say “we’re 

gonna experiment with this,” I can only imagine the kind of like deep shifts that 

happen from people when they realize that the sky isn’t gonna fall after doing 

that.

KEITH: Right, and it’s interesting because the more often you do that, when you 
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think about the fact that you’re interacting with your members in a way that is 

transparent and authentic, you’re saying, “Hey, we’re gonna try this particular new 

product. We’re going to try a different event at our conference.” When you’re 

very open about that, you start to develop not only a different dialog with your 

members, but also and the different expectation with them, but then you also 

start to develop a different reputation. So you’re gonna develop, you’re gonna 

over time, it doesn’t happen over night, but over time, you’re gonna develop a 

reputation as a place that is innovative, that’s gonna try new things, that gosh, 

I might be negatively surprised, but more often than not I might be pleasantly 

surprised because you’re trying to create new experiences, new ways for me to 

find and discover a content or learning opportunities that are gonna enhance 

my ability in my profession. So you know, this also has to do with a longer term 

reputational effect, not just the ability to implement projects better.

BETH: Right. I’m assuming in things like this that get tested out, it’s gonna 

generate feedback, both positive, negative, both from the external community 

that sees it, whether it’s trade show or conference attendees or your existing 

members or even just from the team. I’m curious how people are using that 

feedback to iterate and move forward.

GARTH: Well, that’s a good question, and this is going to sound, I’m not sure I’m 

gonna skirt the question here, but as you’re designing, as Keith said, minimally 

viable products so that you’re not putting you know hundreds of thousands of 

dollars or tens of thousands of hours into something. As you’re designing these 

pilots, these pilots for products and services, you actually design the feedback 

loop into it. So that’s actually called voice of the customer. It’s not just “Are you 

satisfied scale of 1-5.” That is satisfaction is a passive measure. What we try to 

encourage is for folks to measure three components instead of just satisfaction. 

The first component being did we make it easy for you to use the product or 

service? Did we make it enjoyable for you to use the product or service? The third 

is did it fulfill a need? If you score well in all three of those that’s great. If you 

don’t, it actually gives you more information as to why your product or service 
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is not up to snuff and so when you can design those three things into your 

feedback loop up front and not just expect to you know after the fact ask for 

satisfaction scores, you’re gonna get a lot richer data and information on the tail 

end so that you can go back and iterate better and faster.

BETH: I love that. One of my former podcast guests, John Lepp, said that his goal 

is always to delight and amaze. I love that. I think that’s such a great, it’s always a 

good goal.

GARTH: Absolutely.

KEITH: It is, and as I was sharing earlier with competition, if you will, whatever 

that is, in the digital world we live in today, technology has changed the 

competitive landscape for making things easy, enjoyable and needing to be met 

because today there’s dozens and dozens of examples of companies that do 

that extremely well and you know Amazon has one clique. You know Netflix, you 

can order your movie and it’s right there on your desktop within seconds after 

you enroll as a brand new member, so there’s tons and tons of examples of how 

you’re meeting those needs, making it an enjoyable experience and super easy to 

do. You’re moving those barriers for access to that and as Garth was saying, the 

more you’re incorporating that feedback loop in the voice of a customer in real 

time, you’ll know if their needs aren’t being met. You’ll know if it’s not enjoyable. 

If it takes too many steps to get from A to B because it’s not easy, so it may be 

enjoyable, but it took you a long time to get to that and so by getting that real 

time feedback as Garth said is much more meaningful in terms of understanding 

“OK, what part of the process do we have to tend to? What can we go in and fix 

or alter because we’re seeing that there’s an obstacle here or there.” So again 

there’s dozens as I said of examples seeing that and so the customer or your 

member or your donor, whatever it might be, they don’t care what it looks like 

behind your screen. They’re coming to that screen to interface with you and 

whatever it is, again a conference, a webinar, they’re coming to some function, 

then they want to have those things happen. They don’t care if you have 10,000 
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cables behind that screen.

BETH: And they don’t care whose department is responsible for it.

KEITH: No! They don’t care what your word chart looks like. They don’t care who 

is responsible by department.

BETH: Exactly, and I love that you brought up people like Amazon and other 

companies like this that are online. I think it’s really easy in the organizational 

place to only look at other associations or other nonprofits or other people like us 

you know that are all focusing on the same kind of things, but the reality is every 

one of our members, every person that we’re interacting with out there is having 

those experiences with for-profit companies and that’s reprogramming our 

expectations for what we should get and how the world interacts with us and to 

ignore that is crazy and even if you look at companies like Facebook, for example, 

like they’re like the kings of like throwing stuff out there to see if it sticks. They 

test stuff and change stuff with no notice all the time. Now, of course people 

may not like the way they go about doing it necessarily, but the idea of testing 

a little bit of something and seeing if it breaks is really really common. Google is 

famously known for this, just putting it out there and letting people beat against 

it and to see what happens is the methodology around many of these companies 

that have grown huge, so I feel like we all need to learn something from that.

KEITH: Agreed.

GARTH: I agree, and when you look at for example, association websites, I would 

say maybe for the listeners of the podcast, anyone else out there, go out and 

randomly visit 20 association websites and my guess is at least 18 of those 20, 

what you’ll notice in the navigation bar for example is essentially the names 

of all the departments in the association. Membership, publishing or content, 

education, etc., and what so often happens is we are defining ourselves from 

internal structures as opposed to and again just using the website example, as 
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opposed to defining the website based on what the true member experience 

from a need perspective needs to be. So if we were to empathize with a 

particular profession, often times they’ll come to say, “What I really want from 

my association is I need them to solve my day to day problems.” So instead 

of trying to throw out there on a website everything that is your association 

by department name, what if your website from the landing, front landing 

page on down was solely focused on problem-solving? That’s it. That’s what 

design thinking does, is it forces you to think with a different end in mind that 

empathizes with your member and when Keith and I run through this on other 

projects, you start to notice that people’s thinking changes both in terms of 

how they interact internally and also how they interact and participate with 

their members because they’re asking for feedback in different ways and that 

participation not just from volunteering and not just from kind of the outdated 

marketing focus groups, that’s really important. It really helps give people a 

different perspective on how they can fulfill member needs.

BETH: It’s interesting. It’s like you’re saying it’s taking this concept of 

participation out of the traditional compartmentalized vision of participation. 

Like you’re a volunteer so you’re participating. You’re on the board so you’re 

participating and kind of embed it throughout all kinds of interactions with the 

organization so that members have the opportunity to make, to have an impact 

on making the organization what they need it to be for them.

GARTH: That’s, so a perfect example, the answer is yes. Perfect example is when 

working with another association, Keith and I found that this was individual 

member association. Members were very disenchanted and when we empathize 

with those members, we didn’t do a satisfaction survey. We didn’t do anything 

else, but when we empathized with the members, the primary message that we 

got from them was “please stop selling stuff to me. Stop nickel and diming me 

for everything I need. I just want access, not just for me, but for my staff. I just 

want access to basically everything.” So what we did, the end in mind, was to 

build something, a prototype, a pilot, that enabled members to just build their 
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own access. They weren’t saying, “Give me different content. Give me better 

education, give me a certification.” They weren’t saying any of that. They just 

wanted access so when we went through about a three-month project to build a 

different type of if you will say organizational access, it wasn’t an organizational 

membership. We weren’t changing by laws. It was just building broader access. 

When we did that and we heard them, we built it in three months and eight 

months later, this organization had over 120 organizations that had bought 

what we call all access passes. It went from representing 400 to over 3,200 

individuals. They had their first true membership growth in seven years and 

those organizations that were buying all this access, what they were spending 

previously to what they were spending in new dollars increased by over $1.2 

million. It had nothing to do with changing the whole organizational structure, 

changing by laws, etc. You can do design thinking and empathize and build a 

team that builds these types of things and this was a pilot that had those results. 

You can do this stuff without an awful lot. It takes a lot of work and a lot of 

thought, but it’s not like it takes new money and new staff or new departments 

by any means.

BETH: So, if somebody wanted to begin to shift their organization to thinking this 

way, what would you guys recommend as a first step that someone should be 

taking in order to take advantage of this concept in their organization?

KEITH: There’s a few really easy and free resources. Again if you Google our 

world famous search engine we talked about today, if you use your Google and 

put in design thinking you’ll find a lot of resources, but one that’s particularly 

good and is sort of a pioneer in this space is Stanford and their website is 

dschool.stanford.edu and they have a whole boatload of free resources for 

organizations and include work sheets, videos and how to run a design thinking 

session with your team and so that’s a whole treasure trove of free stuff that 

again any organization can go to their website, download, link up to it and again 

lots of information resource deep. There’s a number of good books that are out 

there. Again Garth mentioned Edge.org, which is a really interesting website. If 
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you’ve not had the chance to visit, we certainly would recommend you and your 

listeners do that because they do some very fascinating stuff about challenging 

what the big question of the year and they have all these expert comments on 

the big question of the year and you can just see some really interesting insights 

and thinking about doing things radically different or not so different, but just 

changing thought. There’s a couple other books that again, Change by Design 

by Tim Brown is another really good resource that folks can have their one click 

experience with Amazon and download, and so those are a few that come to 

mind.

BETH: That’s perfect. I’ll make sure we put links to all of those on the show notes 

page. If people wanted to get in touch with you guys and ask more questions, 

what are the best ways to reach you?

KEITH: Well, our website link, Beth, I’m sure will be there on your resources 

at RevvCrew. We have a few articles on our blog about design thinking for 

nonprofits and for associations, so there’s some basic intro articles on our blog, 

and but our email is Keith@RevvCrew.com and Garth@RevvCrew.com.

GARTH: Can I actually answer the question that Keith answered with a different 

perspective and maybe a kind of six or seven step to take this on the first time?

BETH: You can do a two or three step, that would be great because we need to 

wrap up.

GARTH: OK, so as Keith said, understand the design thinking process and 

personalize it, but get leadership buy in. Pick a small project and build across the 

departmental team that has 100 percent accountability, authority and autonomy 

with team roles defined and the charter and everyone participates. That’s what I 

would say.

BETH: Perfect! You did do it in three steps. 
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GARTH: I embedded a few extra ones in there.

BETH: Squeeze them in! This was terrific. Thank you so much both of you for 

sharing your insight with both me and our nonprofit community. I truly appreciate 

your time doing this with me.

GARTH: Thank you, Beth.

KEITH: Thanks. Yeah, Beth, it’s been a pleasure. Thanks so much and we enjoyed 

it as well.
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